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Hello, I own a HD-5500 and a
Geforce GT 640m. How can I run

the game on max settings with
4k@60 and GeforceView to display
4k@50? (I have Vista x64 SP1) I'm

really disapointed on how developers
and gfx-artists just can't view "HD"

properly. I'm sure most of these
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geniuses don't have a 60+inch 4k
screen, but it is a "must" on a pc.

Thanks for your time, Remy. Remy
from Belgium 106848 (-148) Joined

Aug 18, 2010 Messages 11,590
BTICHis a pain in the @ss indeed,

but you'll have to deal with it.
Unfortunately, no there is a limit that
gets imposed, and that limit is 1,000,
000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,0
00,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00
0,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,
000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,0

00,000. Of course, your renderer
might come with its own

implementation, but if you want to
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really get into it, you should check
out the source code for FXAA, FX,
FXAA4, and FXAASamples. It is
not very useful to see the code for

FXAA in a game that uses FXAA or
something else, but it is fascinating
to see how developers realize the
limits of their technique. Yokai

Unleashed - Remastered Collector's
Edition Â£21.99 @ G2A (torrent).

Here is a mega bundle from the
dedicated YOKAI REMASTERED
with more new and updated feature.

In this bundle you will receive 1)
PDF Manual 1 Celebrate the 20th
Anniversary of the release of the
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original titles with a whole collection
of games and add-ons in a special

Armored edition of the revolutionary
strategy. Finally, you can play the
game that made the infamous title

for a set of add-ons, three DLC's and
a complete content. The disc

contains: - The game - Virtua Fighter
5 This is the best version of the game
available for PC. Like the complete
version it contains the best features

and enhancements that were
introduced during the years. The first
DLC is Xtreme Shadow 3e33713323
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